When East Meets West: Asian Approaches to International Law

Date: June 26(Sunday) - 27(Monday), 2011
Venue: Hanyang University School of Law, Korea

Hosted by: Korean Society of International Law, Korea
Co-Organized by: Institute for Legal Studies, Hanyang University
BK21 Center for International Litigation, Hanyang University School of Law, Korea
Sponsored by: Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Korea
Korea Ocean Research & Development Institute (KORDI), Korea
Hanyang University, Korea
### Date: **June 26 (Sunday), 2011**

**18:00 - 21:00** Welcome Reception and Dinner  
- Invitation Only

  ➤ Special Dinner Speech
  **Harry N. Scheiber** (Riesenfeld Chair Professor, School of Law; Co-Director, Law of the Sea Institute, UC Berkeley, USA)  
  hscheiber@law.berkeley.edu  
  : "Contested Visions: The Postwar Origins of Modern Ocean Law"

### Date: **June 27 (Monday), 2011**

**09:00 - 09:30** Introductory and Welcoming Addresses

  ➤ Chair
  **Seok-Woo Lee** (Professor, INHA University Law School, Korea)  
  leeseokwoo@inha.ac.kr

  ➤ Opening Remarks
  **Tae-Hyun Choi** (President, Korean Society of International Law; Professor, Hanyang University School of Law; Director, Institute for Legal Studies, Hanyang University, Korea)  
  thychoi@hanyang.ac.kr

  ➤ Welcoming Remarks
  **Zhonghai Zhou** (Vice-President, Chinese Society of International Law and Chinese Society of Law of the Sea; Professor and Director, International Law Center, China University of Political Science and Law, China)  
  hariszhou@hotmail.com

  **Masaharu Yanagihara** (President, Japanese Society of International Law; Professor, Kyushu University Graduate School of Law, Japan)  
  yanagihara@aol.com

**09:30 - 10:00** Key-Note Speech

  **David D. Caron** (President, The American Society of International Law; C. William Maxeiner Distinguished Professor of Law, School of Law; Co-Director, Law of the Sea Institute, UC Berkeley, USA)  
  ddcaron@law.berkeley.edu  
  : "International Courts and Tribunals: Their Roles Amidst a World of Courts"

**10:00 - 10:20** Coffee Break
Panel One: The Merging of Western International Law with Asian Legal Principles in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century

Chair
Jin-Hyun PAIK (Judge, International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea; Dean, Graduate School of International Studies, Seoul National University, Korea)
jhpaik@snu.ac.kr

Presenters
Jon M. VAN DYKE (Professor, School of Law, University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, USA)
jvandyke@hawaii.edu
: “The Reception of Western International Law in East Asia”

Zewei YANG (Professor of Law School, Wuhan University, China)
yangzweii@hotmail.com
: “Western International Law and China’s Confucianism in 19th Century: Conflict and Mergence”

Iwao FUJISAWA (Associate Professor, Faculty of Law and Economics, Chiba University, Japan)
iwaofujisawa@faculty.chiba-u.jp
: “The Triple Intervention (1895) and Relevance of the European Ways of Dispute Settlement in East Asia”

Paekeun PARK (Professor, Law School, Pusan National University, Korea)
park7@pnu.kr
: “Introduction of Western International Law into East Asia - Merging or Conflict and Substitution: Yu Kil-chun’s Argument of Yangjul (Two Separate) System”

Panelists
Seok-Woo LEE (Professor, INHA University Law School, Korea)
leeseokwoo@inha.ac.kr

Hee Eun LEE (Professor, Handong International Law School, Korea)
hlee@handong.edu

Luncheon
Group Photo Session
Panel Two: Principles Governing the Use of Force in East Asia

> Chair

Masaharu YANAGIHARA (President, Japanese Society of International Law; Professor, Kyushu University Graduate School of Law, Japan)
YanagiharaM@aol.com

> Presenters

Clive SCHOFIELD (Professor and Director of Research, Australian National Centre for Ocean Resources and Security (ANCORS), University of Wollongong, Australia)
clives@uow.edu.au
: “New SLOCs, Fresh Concerns: Maritime Safety and Security Concerns over Expanding Arctic Navigation”

Zhonghai ZHOU (Vice-President, Chinese Society of International Law and Chinese Society of Law of the Sea; Professor and Director, International Law Center, China University of Political Science and Law, China)
hariszhou@hotmail.com
: “The Reservation of the Sea for the Peaceful Purpose - Chinese perspectives”

Nanako SHIMIZU (Assistant Professor, Faculty of International Studies, Utsunomiya University, Japan)
nshimizu@cc.utsunomiya-u.ac.jp

Byung-Sun OH (Professor, Sogang University Law School, Korea)
ohbyungs@sogang.ac.kr
: “Principles Governing the Use of Force in East Asia: With Particular Reference to Humanitarian Intervention”

> Panelists

Jae-Ho SUNG (Professor, Sungkyunkwan University Law School, Korea)
jhsung@skku.edu

Keun-Gwan LEE (Professor, College of Law, Seoul National University, Korea)
kglee60@snu.ac.kr

15:40 - 16:00 Coffee Break
16:00 - 18:00  [Concurrent Session]
Panel Three: Human Rights in East Asia

> Chair
Zhonghai ZHOU (Vice-President, Chinese Society of International Law and Chinese Society of Law of the Sea; Professor and Director, International Law Center, China University of Political Science and Law, China)
hariszhou@hotmail.com

> Presenters
Jianwen ZHAO (Professor, Research Fellow and Director, Human Rights Study, International Law Center, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, China)
zhaojianwen@cass.org.cn
: "Chinese Cultural Tradition and the Protection of Human Rights in Modern China"

Mituse INAZUMI (Professor, Faculty of Law, Kanazawa University, Japan)
inazumi@kenroku.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
: "Application of International law in East Asia: Human Rights and Criminal Justice"

Chan-Un PARK (Professor, Hanyang University School of Law, Korea)
chanpark@hanyang.ac.kr
: "Role and Further Task of National Human Rights Institutions in East Asia: Lessons from the Experiences of National Human Rights Commission of Korea"

Sung-Won KIM (Professor, School of Law, Wonkwang University, Korea)
eastphalia@wku.ac.kr
: "An Eastphalian Way of Human Security?"

> Panelists
Seong-Phil HONG (Professor, Yonsei Law School, Korea)
phil@yonsei.ac.kr

Seung-Jin OH (Professor, College of Law, Dankook University, Korea)
lawosj@dankook.ac.kr

18:10  Closing Remarks
> Chair
Seok-Woo LEE (Professor, INHA University Law School, Korea)
leeseokwoo@inha.ac.kr

16:00 - 18:00  [Concurrent Session]
Panel Four: WTO Issues in East Asia

> Chair
Nohyoung PARK (Professor, Korea University Law School, Korea)
wtopark@korea.ac.kr

> Presenters
Juqian LI (Professor and Director, International Law Study, International Law Center, China University of Political Science and Law, China)
wto-lawyer@163.com
: "Comparative Analysis of the Application of the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism in East Asia"

Tomohito KOBAYASHI (Professor, Otaru University of Commerce, Japan)
kobayashi@res.otaru-uc.ac.jp
: "On Circumvention of Agricultural Export Subsidy Commitments from East Asian Viewpoints"

Jae-Min LEE (Professor, Hanyang University Law School, Korea)
jaemin@hanyang.ac.kr
: "The Scope of “Public Body” in WTO Agreements"

> Panelists
Jae-Hyoung LEE (Professor, Korea University Law School, Korea)
leesjd@korea.ac.kr

Won-Mog CHOI (Professor, Ewha Law School, Ewha Womans University, Korea)
wmchoi@ewha.ac.kr

18:30 - 21:00  Welcoming Dinner
- Invitation Only
*TBC